NEW MOBILE APP
“Astrology Now” For iPhone, Android, Smart Phones, PC, and Macs and iPad
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This astrology chart wheel (and interpretations) application for mobile phones and tablets will be
released Monday or Tuesday of next week and it is free to all my Facebook friends. You are
also free to share it.
This is a full-fledged astrology application that gives you a choice of four beautiful chart wheels
(standard wheel of house, unequal houses, Euro wheel, and Aries Open Wheel) plus does the
conventional geocentric positions or (your choice) heliocentric charts.
Also included is a complete set of interpretations written by yours-truly plus matching
Astro*Image cards, all in full color. There are two interpretation modes, a quick interpretation
and a very detailed reading of planets in signs, planets in houses, and all aspect pairs.
This will run on the iPhone, Android, or any smart phone PLUS it will also work on either Mac or
PC desktops. A larger version is available for the iPad. We hoped to have it ready today, but we
want to add some extra features.
“Astrology Now” is a professional-level astrology program that takes up none of the precious
space on your mobile phone storage and yet is as powerful as the fastest desktop applications.
This astrology program is tailor-made to fit your mobile phone but works exactly like any
standard website. Just enter “Astrologyland.com” as a web-browser bookmark on your mobile
phone. Click on that bookmark and the program is fully operational on your mobile phone (or
desktop for that matter).
No professional astrology program in its entirety could fit inside a mobile phone but would have
to communicate to outside web servers in order to have access to precise planetary positions,
city and time change information, and so on through accessing the Internet. "Astrology Now" is
web based but acts exactly like a standard embedded app.
The “Astrology Now” program from Matrix Software is just the first in a series of professionallevel astrology programs on the web, programs that allow you to supplement your current
desktop astrology programs with powerful mobile applications that extend your astrological
practice while you are traveling or on the go.
Look for it Monday or Tuesday.
The term “Astrology Now” is owned by astrologer Noel Tyl and is used here with his kind
permission.
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